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The Blaster TM

48 Spray Jet Fixed Spray Showers

Whedon Proudcts, Inc.
“The Flow Pro”

Whedon
Blaster Cat 7.19

Extra Wide Shower Spray, 48 spray jets provide 3 layers

of streams for a wide and full body shower spray, very simi-

lar to a Pan Head type shower but from a smaller nozzle.

Soft Spray Jets are easy to clean, simply rub the spray jets

with water flow through to eliminate scale or lime build up

Available as wall mount or hand held shower

The hand held version includes a 59” Bungy stainless steel

soft and flexible shower hose, stretches to over 80” long.

Rated at 2.5 GPM maximum flow rate at 80 psi, complies

with federal codes, not legal for sale in CA or CO

Power Boost Advantage for improved performance in low

pressure, insuring a good shower at any pressure.

model# description list

The Blaster hand shower kit
AFB6C Flow Pro Blaster hand shower kit, chrome, carded 36.96
AFB6B Flow Pro Blaster hand shower kit, chrome, bagged 34.96

The Blaster wall mount shower head
BL4C Flow Pro Blaster Shower Head, chrome, carded 13.46
BL4 Flow Pro Blaster Shower Head, chrome, bulk 12.46

The Power Boost Advantage
The Blaster Shower Heads include our Power Boost Advantage, a simple flow regulating
system made of 3 brass discs and a sealing/retaining washer that fit neatly in the neck of the
shower head or swivel arm bracket for the hand held version.  This allows you to easily adjust
the force and flow rate of the shower depending on your water pressure.  Federal codes require
all showers sold in the U.S. use no more than 2.5 GPM at 80 psi - flowing.  The lower your
water pressure the lower your flow rate, so with Power Boost you can still get a good, enjoy-
able shower flow even if you have low water pressure.

Experience the Sensation


